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We continue with the proof of the unsolvability of the word problem. 
16. The formal deductive system %9 • This system is another finite 
presentation of a group. 39 is 38 ; Ugt- contains the q-less operations of 
Ut as well as the q-shift q"'tl> ~ q/P where tl>*q"'tl> ~ P*qfJP is a q-shift 
of Ut. 37). 
THEOREM VIII. If there is a malcev H(tJ>*qptl>j8P*qYP) with no ij-deletions, 
then there is a malcev H+(qptl>j 9qyP) with no ij-deletions. 
Simply erase that part of each step of H(tJ>*qptl>j8P*qYP) lying left of q0• 
Further specifying %8 , we write du+l• du+2 (write du+h• du+2*) as kv k2 
(as th, th). The letters E and Q (the letters Ll and II) are variable for 
normal words of ffi8 made up only of dv d2, ... du, dh, d2*, ... du* (only 
of dv d2, ••• du)· 
%8 - Third Exhibition 
Bt: qo, qv ... qn+2 (the q-symbols); 
kv k2 (k-symbols); th, t2* (t-symbols); 
dv d2, ... du; dh, d2*' ... du* (the d-symbols). 
Ut: 8.1 The q-shifts as follows: 
8.1.1 thqn+2 k1 *"" t2*qn+2k2 (phase changes); 
8.1.2 Pairs of rules rules of form 
Llii*q"'IILl* *"" Ll'II~qfJII'Ll~. 
8.2 The q-less rules as follows: 
8.2.1 Quadruples of operations of form Ll *""II, Ll * *""II*; 
8.2.2 
8.2.3 
8.2.4 
didi* *"" d;*di, i, j = 1, 2, ... u; 
d"'k; *"" k;d"' ~ ~where j = 1, 2 and for a certain 
t;*d"' *"" d"'t;* ~ ? v, v< u, ()(= 1, 1*, 2, 2*, ... v, v*. 
36) This article is incorporated in the author's December 1956 report to 
Fulbrightkontroll0r, Oslo. Parts I, II, III, IV, V have appeared in Series A, 57, 
Nos. 3 and 5; 58, Nos. 2 and 5; 60, No. l of these Proceedings, as well as Indag. 
Math., 16, Nos. 3 and 5 (1954); 17, Nos. 2 and 5 (1955); 19, No.1 (1957). We 
note support of National Science Foundation contract G-1974. (See footnote 
30 of Part V) . 
37 ) Certain definitions, notations, and terminology of ;t8 , e.g., the marker 
convention, are extended to new ;ti as introduced in an obvious way. Even when 
we add analogues of Qualification 2 to the marker convention, Lemmas 5.1 *and 6* 
remain valid for these ;ti -our original remarks about these lemmas still applying. 
15 Series A 
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The rules qn+2 k1 -0 qn+2 k2 are phase changes of %9• Rules in 8.2.3 and 
phase changes are k-shifts. In applying k-shifts (in %8 or %9 proofs), the 
k-symbol of the argument and value are to be identified now as the same 
marker (Qualification 3). A k!-shift is an application of a k-shift in whose 
argument and value ki occurs. In dealing with proofs whose first step 
contain a single occurrence of a k-symbol this is taken to be the marker k1• 
THEOREM IX. If there is a malcev H(qpEk1f9q/)k2 ) such that Nq= 0, then 
there is a malcev H+(qpEk1f9q/)k2 ) such that Nt =Nk'" = 0. 
If Nk> 0 and Ok=del(k~Rfc~R) omit from H ins(k~Rfc~R), all ki-shifts, 
and ok to complete the induction argument. 38). 
17. Further simplifications of proofs. We now let m indicate the 
property (of a proof of any ::ti considered) of being malcev; a, that of 
containing no a-deletions; e, that of having exactly one application of a 
phase change rule. If Pis any of these notations, A ~f B means A h B 
with the property which P indicates. 
THEOREM X. If qpEk1 ~~kq/)k2, then qpEk1 ~Z'qktq.pk2 • 
Erase, from a proof described in the hypothesis of the theorem, all 
occurrences of t- and t-symbols. 
THEOREM XI. If qpEk1 ~Z'qktq,.Qk2 , then qpEk1 ~~kteq.pk2 • 
In the proof of the hypothesis, replace kl - kl is the only k-marker 
occurring - by k~ in all steps prior to the last phase change. 39). 
THEOREM XII. If qpEk1 ~Z'qkteq,.Qk2, then thE*qpEk1 ~~kteth.Q*q/)k2• 
In a proof described in the hypothesis of the theorem replace the 
step qJq~lJI by lJI *q~lJI. 40). 
18. ~0, - a homomorphism of %8• The system %10 is another finite 
presentation of a group . .810 is .88 with dh, dh, ... du*' du* omitted. Let 
W0 , W0 E ~10, be W, W E ~8 , with dhdh, ... du*' du* omitted at all 
occurrences. Then A0 -+ B0 is E U10 when A -+ B is E U8• 
THEOREM XIII. If thE*qpEk1 ~~kteth.Q*q/)k2, then 
thE *oqpBok1 ~~kte thQ *oq/2ok2. 
Replace the step C by C0. 
3B) Clearly k1 is not in {Ok. (Of. q0 in Theorem III*.) If Ok =del (k~Lk~R), 
i of:: f, direct inspection shows the reduction processes of Theorem III*, Case l, 
suffice with q everywhere replaced by k. * 
39) There must be one phase change. Since, if d"'k2 +--+ lc2d"' are k-shifts, so also 
are d01k1 +--+ lc1d"' the result is a valid proof. 
40) The result is a sequence of "steps" that differ from a valid proof satisfying 
the conclusion, the malcev property excepted, only in that the pair of rules A +--+ B, 
A* +--+ B* may need to be applied symmetrically about q0 in one step to obtain 
the next, or a step may be repetitious. Finally, apply Lemma 6*. (We have no 
further need of %8). 
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We now reserve L'1 as variable for special words of ffi8 of form thE *qpEk1 ; 
L'2 , depending on L'\ is obtained from L'1 by replacing th, k1 by t2*' k2• 
Theorems II*, III*, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, and XIII yield the following. 
MAJOR TECHNICAL RESULT No. 1. lF L'1 f-s L'2, THEN .EJ f--Tt'te L'5. 
19. How %8 is related to the Turing Machine WC*. We now explicitly 
specify %10 - and thus in effect also %8 • 
((That part of Section 2 of Part I up to and including the table for 
%1 41).)) 
,811 has the symbols of ,81 and two additional q-symbols, qn+V qn+2• 
Then U11 is the operations of U1 and also %Sm --+ q0 , qoE2 --+ qn+1• Smqn+1 --+ 
--+ qn+1• E1qn+l--+ qn+2, where Sm is any S-symbol. 
%10 
Si.\i: All symbols of ,811 ; th, t2*' kv k2 ; 
X, Y, lA-u, rA->B where A--+ B EU11• (The X-symbol, the Y-symbol, 
l-symbols, r-symbols.) 
Ui.\i: 10.1 thqn+2k1 -E+ t2*qn+2k2; 
10.3 
10.4 
10.7 
Where A--+ BE U11, where z"' is any S- orE-symbol, where i = 1, 2, 
and where c, is X, Y, lA-u, or rA_.B, the following are rules of U10 : 
10.2 A** lA-uBrA-B 
z"'lA->B ~ YlA-uYz,. 10.5 rA-u z"' ** z"'XrA-uX 
z,,T ** Y Y z"' 10.6 Xz"' ** z"'XX 
10.8 c,ki ** kic, 
The X-, Y-, l-, and r-symbols are to be identified with ~. d2, ... dv; 
the S- and E-symbols with dv+l• dv+2 ... du. The pair of rules 10.3, 10.4, 
10.5, 10.6 are the pair of rules of 8.2.1 of form L1 **II. We shall now show 
the following. 
MAJoR TECHNICAL RESULT No. 2. WC* ENTERS INTERNAL CONFIGURATION 
q0 WHEN A IS TAKEN AS INITIAL C.C. if .EJ f--Toqkte L'5 WHERE L'J IS 
tl*E1ASoE2k1• 
20. The elimination of all barred markers. 
THEOREM XIV. If .EH-~kte.E5, then .EJ H~tesE.E~. 
Now z is a variable for S or E and f--' stands for f-~~te. The rules U10.3, 
UlM• U10.5• and ll10.6 are called z-shifts and in their application the 
occurrence of a z-symbol in argument and value are identified as the 
same z-marker (Qualification 4). A z:-shift is a z-shift applied to the marker 
z•. A z-shift of U10.5 (of U10.6) is an r-shift (an X-shift). Hu is a•-redundant, 
where a• is q0 or zw, if Hu is of form K10EK30~K5 where OE and OF are 
ai-shifts, OE is the converse of OF, and K3 contains no a•-shifts. The 
following auxiliary theorems jointly imply Theorem XIV. 42). 
41) Omit last two lines p. 232, first six lines p. 233; put qn for qN in 31 
42) Note that an application of Lemma 6* does not increase the number either 
of qO- and z-shifts, or of z-deletions. 
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THEOREM XIV'. If .EJ f-'m .Efi which is ai-redundant for some ai, then 
.EJ f-' .Efi with a smaller number of q- and z-shifts. 
THEOREM XIV". If .EJ f-'m .Efi containing z-deletion but not ai-redundant 
for any ai, then .EJ f-' .Efi with fewer z-deletions and no greater number of 
q- and z-shifts. 
Let Diagrams t!' and ff:'' be Diagrams t! and .fi:' (Part III, page 256), 
with q replaced by a and L erased. If t!' is rep a proof satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem XIV', the proof represented by t!' [ff:'' satisfies 
the conclusion - as can be verified by inspection. 
Let H(.EJ/10 .Efi), Nz> 0, satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem XIV" with 
z~ the z-marker occurring in {Oz. We must consider one case for Oz in 
detail. 43)*. 
21. $ig, a mapping of operation sequences into words of ffi8• We now 
assume Oz=del(z~z~R) where either u is iR or zu entered the proof via a 
q0-shift 44). 0(0) is to be ins(z~R z~R); we assume oz is the N + lst operation 
following 0,0> in Hand let O<n>• n = l, 2, ... N be the nth operation following 
O<O> 45). Let T,m,n) be jO<s>j~=m+l and T,n,n> be empty. As we may, we 
let zU(n) be the rightmost z-marker between q0 and z~R in Q(n)J; if Z~(n) exists, 
~ N 
Otn>J is to be A<n>q~ >B<n>z~<n>D<n>z~RC, and if not, A<n>q~ D<n>z~RC 44). If O<n> (n (n) (n) 
is either (i) a zu<n-1>-shift or (ii) a q0-shift where D<n> and D<n-l) are distinct, 
Y(n-1) 
then O<n> is extreme. T(m,n> is (T;'m,n> is) the subsequence of extreme operation 
(of q0-shifts) of T,m,n>· We may assume without loss of generality, that 
no l- or Y-markers ever occur right of q0 in H(.EJ/10.Efi), hence that all 
z-shifts of T(o,N> are r-shifts or X-shifts 46). 
Accordingly as an operation 0 applies PqiJQ--+l,.P'qwQ'r, r,.z,--+zyXr,.X, 
or Xz,--+ z,XX, $ig0 is r, Xr,.X, or XX. For 0' the converse of 0, 
$ig0' is $ig0. Then $igK is the sequence K reversed in order and with 
each 0 replaced by $ig0. If M, N consist solely of X, X-, r, f-symbols, 
e.g., any $ig0<n>• then M h N means M h 0 N using only X- and f-insertions 
and deletions; and M is reduced means no deletion is applicable to M 47, 48). 
LEMMA 31. $igT(o,n) h D(n)• 
For n= 0 the lemma becomes l f-0 l. Supposing O<n+l> not extreme, 
43) Clearly {Oz does not contain a z-marker present in .EJ. (Of. q0 of Theorem 
III*.) If Oz =del (z~Lz~R), i =/= j, direct inspection shows the reduction processes 
of Theorem III*, Case I, suffice with z now playing the role of q. (These reductions 
thus reinterpreted merely interchange the order of z-shifts and qo -shifts -hence do 
not affect their number.) 
44) We further assume that in every step, q0 < z~R < k1• Since Nk = 0, the 
remaining cases are very similar or degenerate. 
45 ) Letters inside parentheses now always have the range zero toN inclusive. 
46) Simply erasing all violating symbol occurrences results in a valid proof. 
4:) To use more conventional terminology, f-0 is the equality for the free group 
on X and the r-symbols. We use certain well-known properties of this group without 
comment. Note that M reduced and M f- 0 1 implies M is 1. 
48 ) We note that not only is H not q0-redundant, but since no O<n> is a phase 
change 44), any TZ,,t> is reduced. 
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Tio,n+ 1l is T(o,nl, and if O,n+1l is an insertion or deletion in D,nl, D(nlf- 0 D,n+ll; 
if not, D,n+1l is D,n)· Hence the lemma. Suppose O,n+1l extreme. Then 
either (i) D(n+1l is ~igO(n+ 1lD(nl or (ii) D(nl is ~igO(n+ 1 JD(n+ 1 l. Since Tio,n+ 1l 
is O,n+I)Tio,n) the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 32. If o(m) and O(n) are extreme q0-shifts and Tim,n-1) consists 
solely of X-shifts, then O,n) is not the converse of O,m)· 
Let W be W with all symbols except r- and f-symbols everywhere 
erased. If T;'m,n- 1) is empty the lemma is clear 48); assume non-empty. Since 
o(m) is an extreme q0-shift, B(m) is 1. B(v) exists and B(v) f-o ~igT~m,v) for 
m<,v<n, by induction on v, as in Lemma 31. B(n- 1l is 1. Thus since 
~igT;'m,n- 1 ) is reduced 48), T;'m,n- 1) is empty 47). 
LEMMA 33. Suppose T;m,n) consists solely of X-shifts. Then (33.1) ~igT(m,nl 
consists of an even power of X 49); and (33.2) ~igT(m,nl h 1 implies T(m,nl 
is empty, since ~igTim,nl is reduced 47). 
Immediate, since H is not zu(sJ-redundant for any s. 
Y(s) 
LEMMA 34. If ~igTio,nJ h 1, then T;o,n) is empty. 
Suppose T(o,nJ non-empty. If ~igT;o,nJ consists solely of X-shifts Lemma 
33.2 suffices. Let ~igT;o,nJ be E~igO(t) ~igT(s,t- 1l~igO,,lF where ~igO(t) contains 
an occurrence of r" and ~igO,,l of r,.; and where T(s,t- 1 ) consists of X-shifts 
only. O(t) and o,.l are not q0-shifts by Lemma 32. Let M be the word be-
tween the occurrence of r" in ~igO(t) and that of r,. in ~igO,•J· As is sufficient, 
we show (34<X) not M f-o 1. If o(t) and o(s) are zu(Yl-shifts, then T(. t-1) is 
Y(y) , 
non-void, since otherwise H would be zu(uJ-redundant. Since M, then, 
Y(u) 
is X~igTis,t-llX, M h 1 would imply ~igT(s,t- 1 ) h 1 contrary to Lemma 
33.2. If o,.l is a q0-shift and Ow a z-shift, M is X~igT(s,t- 1 ), and then by 
Lemma 33.1 an odd power of X. Hence 34,x follows. * 
Now by Lemmas 31, 34, and the fact that D,Nl is 1, T(o,m is empty. 
Thus z~R, each zu(nJ, and zu are identical and no z~R-shifts occur in H. 
Y(n) 
Simply omitting ins(z~Rz~R), i.e., O(OJ' and del(z~Rz~R), produces an operation 
sequence for the desired proof 44). 
22. Concluding remarks. Let .812 be .811 with the k- and t-symbols 
added. u12 contains the phase changes and A--<+ B where A--+ B is E Un. 
THEOREM XV. If .EJ H~sE .E~, then .EJ h 2 .E~. 
Erase, from the given proof, all symbols not in .812• 
THEOREM XVI. WC* enters internal configuration q0 when A is taken as 
initial C.C. if .EJ f-12 .E~, where .EJ is tHE1ASoE2k1• 
49 ) "Even power" having the usual meaning -allowing negative and zero 
exponents. 
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From .EJ ~12 E~ we have successively: EJ ~12 tHqn+2k1 ; EJ ~11 thqn+2k1 50); 
E1AS;E2 h E 1B%CE2 for some B, C; the conclusion about 9)1*. 
Theorems XIV, XV, and XVI yield Major Technical Result No. 2. 
MAJOR TECHNICAL RESULT No. 3. lF 9)1* ENTERS INTERNAL CONFIGURA-
TION q0 WHEN Dq"'F IS TAKEN AS INITIAL 0.0., THEN 1:'1 ~s 1:'2 WHERE 1:'1 
IS thF~D'q"'D~F'k1 , D' AND F' BEING E1D AND FS;F)2 RESPECTIVELY. 
By a successive comparison of ID'l*, 'l:v 'l:w '1:12 51), (8I'o, Ui'o), (88", Uti), 
e.g., it is seen inductively that 1:'1 h A using n q-shifts if EJ ho A0 using 
n q-shifts, 1:'1 as in Result No. 3 52). 
Major Technical Results 1, 2, and 3 together with Lemma 1 (Part I, 
p. 232), yield the unsolvability of the word problem for <Mx 53). 
The Institute for Advanced Study, August, 1956 
The University of Oslo, December, 1956 
so) Essentially PosT's Lemma II, p. 5 [IV]. 
51 ) Thus showing the obvious converse of Theorem XVI. 
52) With no insertions or deletions used in either proof. Remaining trivial 
comparison essentially Lemma 3.2 of Part I used for quasi-MAGNUS problem. 
53) In his dissertation (Princeton, 1956), MICHAEL RABIN has shown a wide 
class of group-theoretic problems unsolvable as a result of the unsolvabiiity of 
the word problem. 
